
Voice of ClarityAnalyze each quote and see if you can identify it as either 
the ‘voice of clarity’ or the ‘voice of doubt/justification’. Fill 
in the corresponding numbered square with the correct 
shade, according to the key.

Voice of Doubt/Justification
‘grey area’

Without Doubta



34. “She probably won’t mind if I tell ...”

35.“It’s really hard not to rub off this stain, but I can’t do it on Shabbos.”

36.“A ‘white lie’ is still a lie.”

37.“It doesn’t say anywhere that being tired is an excuse for skipping shacris...”

46.“ I pricked the meatball with a dairy spoon by mistake, but it was clean, so it’s probably not a problem.”

47.“It’s definitely too tight. I look thinner this way, but I really need the bigger size.”

48.“Signing my mother’s name is dishonest, even though she knows my mark .”

49.“I’m not sure that she cares if I tell . I’ll keep quiet, just in case.”

50.“Oops, I saw an answer from her paper by mistake. I’m not sure if I would’ve known it myself... let me ask my teacher what to do.”

52.“I love this dress, but it picks up when I sit . I’m going to have to lengthen it .”

53.“She usually lets me, but I still have to ask for permission before I use her pen.”

60.I don’t have a watch, but I think it’s still before the shkiah, I can still do melacha.”

61.“My hair is so frizzy, but I won’t use a brush, because there is no way I won’t pull out hair.”

62.“I’m not sure what to do. Let me ask my father, he’ll know.”

66.“True, I did see the answer to the question on her paper, but I probably would’ve remembered it myself, anyway.”

67.“This singer is Jewish, but I’m pretty sure my parents wouldn’t approve of this music.”

68.“Even though my mother will never find out, Hashem will know, and it’s still wrong.”

74.“I don’t remember what time I finished the chicken, but it was hours ago! I think I can eat cheescake already.”

75.“I found this and it doesn’t have a name. I should hang a sign with my contact info and see if I can return it .”

81.“My mother won’t know, so it’s okay.”

Without
Doubta



Without
Doubta

82.“I don’t remember exactly when I finished eating the chicken. I’ll wait another half hour, just to be sure.”

83.“Perhaps people already know, but this doesn’t mean I’m allowed to repeat it .”

95.If I found it and it doesn’t have a name, I guess I can keep it .”

96.“Come on, I was just teasing! I dind’t do anything wrong, she’s too sensitive.”

97.“Uh oh. I used a dairy spoon by mistake. Let me call the halacha line, they’ll tell me what to do.”

110.“I can sign my mother’s name on the test, she anyways knows I didn’t do so well.”

111.“I definitely remember learning it’s assur.”

124.“I know I can’t brush my hair regularly on Shabbos, but I’ll be really careful not to pull out knots, so it’s fine, right?”

125.“It’s a good joke, but she might be hurt, it’s not worth it .”

137.“Come on, everyone does it .”

138.“I really want another muffin! It’s not right to take another one if my teacher said that I can only have one.”

139.“I said I would be home at 6, so I have to leave at 5:45 so that I get home in time.”

149.“It’s okay.... You know, you can’t call it fitted.”

150.“Everyone does it , but that doesn’t make it okay.”

151.“Do I have to ‘re-bentch’ if I forgot Ya’aleh V ’yavoh? Let me go look in the Kitzur Shulchan Aruch, I remember learning about it .”

152.“I think I still have a few minutes to Shabbos. Let me check the calendar to make sure.”

162.“It’s not Lashon Hara, because everyone knows this.”

163.“I shouldn’t be reading this, it’s making me really uncomfortable.”

164.“Some of my friends eat here, but I should still call my father to find out if he’s okay with it .”

175.“She always lets me use her pen, so I don’t have to ask .” 



Without
Doubta

176.“Maybe it’s not fully wrong, but it’s definitely not totally right.”

177.“Let me call and ask her if she minds having her pictures in the newsletter. I can’t just assume that she lets.”

190.“My friends all eat here, it must be okay.”

191.“He gave me back too much change. It was his mistake, but he’s a Yid, so I have to return it .”

204.“It’s a Jewish singer, so what could be wrong?”

205.“I really feel like pulling off this piece of skin,but it’s Shabbos. I’ll wait until after Havdala.”

246. “I don’t know what Bracha this snack is, but it’s probably a Shehakol .”

247. “All my friends use that expression, but it’s really unrefined. I’m going to try avoid using it .”

260.“This is my favorite song! My uncle is in the other room, he won’t hear if I hum.”

261.“Maybe she’s super-sensitive, but I’m still responsible if my tease hurt her. I have to apologize.”


